
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

G.W Berkheimer and Allied Air Enterprises Grow Contractor Installs by 77% with Direct Mail  

Palm Harbor, FL – March 9, 2017 - By carefully measuring contractor results from Radius Marketing (Mailing the 
50 closest neighbors of a recent HVAC installation) G.W. Berkheimer and Allied Air Enterprises increased their 
contractor’s installation sales by 77%.  

The two firms contracted with SmartleadsUSA (www.smartleadsusa.com) a Florida based direct mail company that 
specializes in Radius Marketing for the HVAC contractor.  They used registered warranty data to initiate the 
mailings, allowing it to be fully automated for the participating contractors.  They also used subsequent equipment 
registration data as the basis for the results of their study. 

To gather results with proven accuracy, SmartleadsUSA was able to reverse match the homes that were mailed to 
subsequent warranty registration data for G.W. Berkheimer’s contractors. By matching the homes that were mailed 
on behalf of a dealer, with subsequent proof of a sold unit, they were able to ascertain precisely how many of them 
actually purchased. “The numbers had us all in celebration mode” says Brad Kent, President/CEO of
SmartleadsUSA.  “We’ve been doing this program for contractors for nearly 20 years” added Kent, “and with the 
help of these two companies, we were able to pinpoint the precise success of the program”

To be sure they weren't pulling too small of a sampling, the study incorporated 10 different dealers from 10 different 
markets. To further the validity of the study, they did a broad sampling of a combined total of 140,000 mailed pieces 
in total between the 10 dealers.   

Here were the results:   

Of the 140,000 mailers among the 10 dealers, 817 homes subsequently bought a new unit from the dealer that mailed 
their home.  This was evidenced directly from warranty registration data.   This resulted in only 171 mail pieces sent 
to create an installation.  That's a total cost of less than $153 of marketing to get a new unit sold.    

For every 5 units sold, nearly 3.8 more were subsequently sold after radius marketing the neighbors.  This reflects a 
77% increase in sold units when radius marketing was implemented.  “We knew the program worked, but never 
knew to what extent,” said John Hudelson from G.W. Berkheimer.  “The participating dealers have shown significant 
increases in their purchases with us, and the results of the study showed us that this program works” said Hudelson. 
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